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Airgas customer owned cylinders. May 23, 2022. There are
many size gas MIG/TIG tanks on the market. But the three
main sizes a homeowner, or hobby welder will most likely
use is the 40, 80, . It is advised to contact your local gas
supplier(s) to verify their policy on re-filling customerowned cylinders. No Return on Full or Empty cylinders due .
Aug 10, 2021. Purchase welding gas cylinders, or exchange
your empty cylinder for a refill of acetylene, oxygen, or
shielding gas in a variety of sizes. Just . Nov 13, 2009. They
used to give you back a "customer owned" cylinder.. I know
some guys on this board have issues with Airgas but they
have been . Airgas, an Air Liquide Company, provides a
wide variety of high- and low-pressure gas cylinders
designed for safety, stability and customer convenience.
Preferred Contract Supplier for Industrial & Specialty Gases
Airgas, than one million customers, from Fortune 500
companies, to family-owned businesses, . The Central
Storehouse Compressed Gas Cylinder Program can meet

your gas needs. Cylinders are tracked by serial number,
with no invoice to pay, and delivery is . 4 Pk Customer
Owned Neck Rings Welding Bottle Cylinder Tank Oxygen
Helium Argon. $79.99. $9.79 shipping. Only 1 left! While
most of our gas cylinders remain the property of Air
Liquide, we also fill customer-owned cylinders provided
they meet all appropriate safety . While larger cylinders
over 125 cf are available, very few are customer-owned,
instead, most are leased or rented from the gas supplier.
The Matheson Tri-Gas Cylinder Specification Selection
Guide on filling of customer owned cylinders (see below).
Matheson.. Select the department you want to search in.
There are many size gas MIG/TIG tanks on the market. But
the three main sizes a homeowner, or hobby welder will
most likely use is the 40, 80, or 125 cubic feet ("cf") tanks
of Argon or MIG gas mixture (75% Argon, 25% CO2).
PROTECTIVE Cap for Gas Cylinders-Galvanised ISO 11117
Bottles Cap, Steel Toecap. Fiscal Year (FY) 2022 - End of
Year Calendar Tasks:. You don't have permission to access
" on this server. Reference
#18.ca1c2117.1663274616.9339277. QUESTIONS OR
COMMENTS ABOUT THE SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT
WEBSITE? CONTACT OUR WEB TEAM. It's a good practice to

check your regulator occasionally as you weld. As the gas
level decreases, the cylinder pressure drops, causing the
flow rate to change on single-stage regulators. Again,
temperature changes have the same effect, so don't be
surprised if you're adjusting the regulator more often than
you expected. Departments must secure cylinders in
accordance with Environmental Health and Safety Net #
60. A packing slip and list of serial numbers is left on the
cylinder or placed in a convenient location by Central
Storehouse staff for the department to retrieve and route
as needed. Ending Sep 21 at 12:01PM PDT 5d 22h. 10 Cu Ft
MC Acetylene Steel and 20 Cu Ft Steel Oxygen Cylinder Set
DOT Approved. WelditU is an independent, readersupported site that carefully handpicks every product. At
no extra cost to you, we may earn a fee when you buy from
a link. CGA-510 POL Acetylene Cylinder Tank to CGA-520 B
Tank, Adaptor. from my welding and fabrication business,
actually about a year before, I started looking on eBay for
cylinders to buy. I found all I needed. 2 Acetylene, 2
Oxygen, 1 Argon and 1 Argon/CO2. I got a bill of sale from
the seller, took it and the cylinders to my LWS and they
simply logged in there system that I now own my cylinders.
If they were out of static test, they may charge you what

they pay to have that done. I do not get MY cylinders
refilled, I exchange them. They used to give you back a
"customer owned" cylinder. Now, you may get one with
their logo on it. You still own that cylinder. New 20 Cu Ft
Steel Nitrogen Cylinder with CGA580 Valve Industrial DOT
Approved. 40 cu/ft 75% Argon 25% CO2 Welding Gas
Cylinder Tank CGA 580 - FULL. Air Liquide offers a variety of
packaging options for both specialty gases and industrial
gases. We provide numerous sizes of high-pressure
compressed gas cylinders with various volume capacities
for any application. Cylinder packs are also available for
applications requiring multiple cylinders of compressed
gas. In addition, Air Liquide offers liquid gas mixtures in
high-pressure piston cylinders. For larger quantities of
hydrogen and helium, high-pressure tube trailers are
available. While most of our gas cylinders remain the
property of Air Liquide, we also fill customer-owned
cylinders provided they meet all appropriate safety
requirements. Our cylinders are available in: EASY CLAIMS
PROCESS: File a claim anytime online at
www.Asurion.com/Amazon or by phone. Most claims
approved within minutes. If we can't repair it, we'll send
you an Amazon e-gift card for the purchase price of your

covered product or replace it. 80 cu/ft 75% Argon 25% CO2
Welding Gas Cylinder Tank CGA 580 - FULL - - Amazon.com.
Popular Welding Gas Bottle Sizes for MIG and TIG. What
Size Welding Gas Cylinder for MIG or TIG? Argon & CO2.
Your safety is our priority. That's why all of our cylinder
sizes, materials and valve types are determined by CGA,
DOT and TC guidelines. We draw on decades of industry
experience to determine which gases can be safely
contained and transported in which type of gas cylinders.
Knowing How Much Gas Is Left in the Cylinder. When you
have two pieces of metal that you want to join together,
there's no better way to do it than by welding. The idea is
simple; you heat your work pieces up to the point that they
actually melt and flow together creating a very strong
bond. I turned in all my leased bottles, actually over a
period of time as they emptied. In fact, I purchased so
much gas over the years, they didn't charge me for any
static testing. Affiliate Disclaimer: This post may contain
links that will earn us a commission at no cost to you. This
helps keep Weldguru a free resource for our readers. Same
here in IL. Never had any issue with any LWS. from my
welding and fabrication business, actually about a year
before, I started looking on eBay for cylinders to buy. I

found all I needed. 2 Acetylene, 2 Oxygen, 1 Argon and 1
Argon/CO2. I got a bill of sale from the seller, took it and
the cylinders to my LWS and they simply logged in there
system that I now own my cylinders. If they were out of
static test, they may charge you what they pay to have that
done. I do not get MY cylinders refilled, I exchange them.
They used to give you back a "customer owned" cylinder.
Now, you may get one with their logo on it. You still own
that cylinder. 4 Pk Customer Owned Neck Rings Welding
Bottle Cylinder Tank Oxygen Helium Argon. All prices are
F.O.B. Florida State University campus for normal
deliveries. No extra charges on invoices are to be incurred
for such items as hazardous, packing or regulatory
compliance charges, etc. MIG Welding: MIG Welders are
among the most common pieces of equipment available
today. They use a continuous feed electrode that puddles
on the metal, and a cylinder of shielding gas to keep air
away from the weld. If you regularly receive cylinder
deliveries to your building you can place your cylinder(s) for
return in your "Empty" cylinder cage and Central
Storehouse staff will pick them up at the same time your
full cylinders are delivered. The largest of the three sizes
provides plenty of use time without sacrificing too much

portability. So, if you have the room, and can afford it, go
with the larger 125 cf tank. Otherwise, select the 40 or 80
cf tank based on your available space and budget. How
Much Gas is Left in the Tank?.. . Lastly, while it's a fine line,
there's an important difference here. DOT regs do NOT
prohibit the ownership of any volume cylinder nor do they
prevent suppliers from filling them. They prevent suppliers
from taking possession of ANY size cylinder in trade that
reasonable belief is that it's owned by someone else who
isn't able to give consent to the change of ownership. PS--at
some point, I'd like to get another MIG, but figured 'why
keep the bottle around till then?'. Participate in over a
dozen different forum sections and search/browse from
nearly a million posts. I guess if You get desperate, You
could slick up the company bottle neck rings with a Dynafile
and a coat of paint. I have not tried this yet. The filler won't
fill them if they are out of date, but they can test them, fill
them if they pass and bill You for the test. I am pretty sure
the law reads that they must be in date to be filled, not just
to be used, so You are stil legal expired, but can't fill until
pasing the test. I own at least 5 large cylinders (250 - 330
cu. ft., Oxygen and inert gas). I deal with Airgas in
Massachusetts and an independent LWS in Illinois. None of

them have told me I can't own these cylinders. This
"homeland security" BS is just that, BS. The tanks you have
to worry about are those that are customer owned or
rented, those are probably stamped differently. If your
tanks are 80cv, you must own them because like Zapit said,
you cannot rent 80cf cylinders. Bulk gas emergency (for
orders, see Bulk Gas Support). If this is your first visit, be
sure to. Your safety is our priority. That's why all of our
cylinder sizes, materials and valve types are determined by
CGA, DOT and TC guidelines. We draw on decades of
industry experience to determine which gases can be safely
contained and transported in which type of gas cylinders.
Flipper, We had thought of heading over to Traverse City on
the western shores and then heading downstate, but just
got our fill of trees by than and went running for the border.
Is/are there roads that follow the shoreline on the western
shore than will give you decent views of the lake or is it
mostly just trees, trees and more trees!!!! Anyway, are
there sections of lakefront on the lower peninsula that
would remind you of anything similar to Hwy. 101 out in
California, Oregon and Washington? Here you can join over
40,000 Welding Professionals & enthusiasts from around
the world discussing all things related to Welding. You are

currently viewing as a guest which gives you limited access
to view discussions. I called the dealer tuesday and he
assured me tht it would not be a problem. So we will have
to see what happens. Please reply with any questions and I
will do my best to get you answers. I have been told by
Numerous LWS that if the neck ring is blank its a CO
(customer Owned) and that it does not matter the size 300
cf all the way down to a 20cf. The guy at ETOX told me he
knows a bucnh of guys who have done that. They smooth it
all out with a Tiger Disc. Also get asked just take this
cylinder what does it matter if it belongs to someone else?
Because if I take it and fill it. I have committed theft. I took
something that doesn't belong to my company. We do get
audited checking to make sure we aren't doing this.
Companies that do take cylinders over 80cf that don't
belong to them are breaking the law whether it's
benefitting you or not shouldn't matter. If you don't like tall
trees, I could take you to a couple of big swamps here on
the east coast. I've got a 330 that my local shop exchanges
in MS. No problem. The original one I started with had a
different company on the ring too. I think this issue
highlights a benefit of having a good relationship with a
local shop and one of the perquisites of buying your

machines locally. I deal with ETOX who is owned by
Matheson Trigas. They keep a Supply of "Slick Neck" Bottles
on hand to swap out. They seem to cater to rig welders
when it comes to bottles. What is the difference if you have
a cylinder without the collar or one with the supplier's
name? It seems like additional work and record keeping for
the supplier. It would appear the supplier still has the
responsibility and cost of having the cylinders inspected
and tested to meet federal laws that regulate high pressure
cylindersintended for transport across state lines. Best
regards - Al. KanOx (now owned by Airgas - so the rules
now have changed) once apon a time would only sell/fill 80
cf or less customer owned cylinders not sure about the
markings though. The variations around the country on
cylinder markings, even differences in the same
companies, amazes me! All my cylinders came from Airgas,
and all but one of them came from a re-seller of Airgas
cylinders! There are no markings on the neck rings of any of
them except the manufacturing data nd DOT markings.
There is a stick-on label that describes the contents of each
of them, but that's it! Post photos, respond to polls and
access other special features. Page generated in
1,663,274,635.04035 seconds with 10 queries. All times

are GMT-6. This page was generated at 03:43 PM. The
world today, "born free hyped to death". Miller 251, Lincoln
PrecisionTig 275, Miller DialArc 250 AC/DC, Hypertherm
900, Bridgeport J-head, Jet 14" lathe, South Bend 9" lathe,
Hossfeld bender with a collection of dies driving me to the
poorhouse, Logan shaper, Ellis 3000 bandsaw, Royersford
drill press and a Victor Journeyman O/A. I have been told by
Numerous LWS that if the neck ring is blank its a CO
(customer Owned) and that it does not matter the size 300
cf all the way down to a 20cf all my bottles are blank neck
rings. Everything I've researched straight through the DOT
shows no requirements of documented ownership. Purely
requirements on inspection, storage, etc. In short, own/use
what you want as long as it's the correct type of cylinder for
the correct type of gas. Make sure it's in working order. IE:
in hydro, burst disc intact, etc.. once these airgas owned
cylinders are delivered to the customers site, the customer
is responsible for having processes in place to manage any
cylinder movement and/or. For larger quantities of
hydrogen and helium, high-pressure tube trailers are
available. While most of our gas cylinders remain the
property of Air Liquide, we also fill customer-owned
cylinders. AdShop A Wide Selection Of Industrial, Medical &

Specialty Gases For Your Business. Shop Our Gases And
Grades For Industrial, Medical And Specialty Applications.
Feb 11, 2012 · Customer owned Bottles will have a "Slick
Neck" Meaning there is No name on the Neck Ring around
the Valve. A leased Bottle will bave the name of the LWS
that the Bottle. Cylinder Airgas, an Air Liquide Company,
provides a wide variety of high- and low-pressure gas
cylinders designed for safety, stability and customer.
AdFind Deals on argon welding gas cylinder in Welding
Tools on Amazon. Jan 26, 2009 · The lawsuit alleged that
the Thoroughbred program accepted for exchange large
industrial welding gas cylinders owned by Airgas regional
companies, Commonwealth. AdWide range of cylinder
equipment. Buy online or call for quote! Shop gas cylinder
safety equipment Comply 100% to safety standards.Made
In The U.S.A. · Heavy Duty · Secure Storage AdMost stands
store cylinders from 4- to 12-in (102- to 305-mm) in
diameter. Compliant Safety Since 1906. Your 1 Stop Shop
For Safety Cabinets, Cans & Spill ProtectionReduce Fire
Risks · Comply with SPCC · Reduce Fire Risks · Request a
Free Quote AdShop A Wide Selection Of Industrial, Medical
& Specialty Gases For Your Business. Shop Our Gases And
Grades For Industrial, Medical And Specialty Applications.

Jul 08, 2005 · KanOx (now owned by Airgas - so the rules
now have changed) once apon a time would only sell/fill 80
cf or less customer owned cylinders not sure about the
markings. Jan 19, 2014 · The first issue is that if a customer
claims to own a cylinder, they have to have a legally
marked customer owned cylinder. For instance, it cannot
have the name of re. Customer Support. Contact us with
your questions about products, order status, invoices,
tracking and more. We’re happy to help. (866) 935-3370,
option 1 M–F, 8 am–7 pm ET.. Feb 08, 2011 · 02-08-2011,
02:39 PM. Check the hydro test dates and call your gas
supplier to check their swap policy before you buy. Tell
supplier the name stamped on the cylinder neck.. Nov 03,
2015 · 11-05-2015, 04:39 PM. Bottle Ownership. Up here in
Canada, up to an 80 is usually customer owned, with larger
cylinders if the collar is blank it is a customer owned. Nov
18, 2021 · Compressed Gas Purchases and Cylinder
Rentals/Returns. Servicing for Customer-Owned Gas
Cylinders. Effective January 1st, 2022, the Central
Storehouse will no.. Never pick a fight with an old guy. Old
guys are too smart to fight and get hurt. They'll just kill you
and get it over with. Does your company need a quote for
gases, welding equipment, safety products or services?

Whether your company is big or small, we can help. miller
aead200le (with miller hf tig trailer mounted). Never pick a
fight with an old guy. Old guys are too smart to fight and
get hurt. They'll just kill you and get it over with. If this is
your first visit, be sure to. Disclaimer; "I am just an a$$hole
welder, don't take it personally.". Again, t. Just the fact you
are on the forum asking questions means you have doubts.
Listen to those voices. Should I take the C25 back and get a
bottle of 98/2? Or do I just get 98/2 or 90/10 for both
bottles? ****. I'm thinking about this too much. I call BS I
have quite a few cylinders larger than 80CF that I own free
and clear. It is all a scare tactic that the big welding supply
companies use to keep them all in there hands. If you have
the cash and want to buy a 300cf tank you can. I swapped
my 125 Argon Saturday and the exchange had a name on
the ring. I informed the salesman, and he said on 125 it
didn't matter any longer. Well, I rolled the dice and bought
three cylinders from the guy. They had current tests and
were all labeled Linde. The oldest cylinder was made in
1932! He's taking the cylinders to his local supplier and
payment will be made when they agree to exchange them.
Please note: The address on the W-9 is not a "remit to"
address. Please use the address found on your invoice.

From my personal experiences, which are VERY limited. My
local welding shops (four that I checked with) all will trade
out my 125cf tank. That includes Airgas. Some will also give
me the option of them filling my tank on site. Never pick a
fight with an old guy. Old guys are too smart to fight and
get hurt. They'll just kill you and get it over with. If you
have a customer-owned cylinder, the process below is to be
used for ordering gases. QUESTIONS OR COMMENTS ABOUT
THE SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT WEBSITE? CONTACT OUR
WEB TEAM. Read the latest industry news on Airgas Thinks.
Read the latest industry news on Airgas Thinks. Same thing
with Lindweld, except they didn't print out the "sale of
asset" part - and the cylinder had the usual Lindweld
markings, etc. Well, I got the cylinders back from the
supplier and had no problems. He suggested I try some C25
and I got a small bottle. I picked up a large bottle of 90/10
and a small bottle of Argon for aluminum. I'm questioning
why I even want to try the C25 and was thinking of
returning it. Unless I'm mistaken, 90/10 will handle
everything from thin automotive sheet metal up to 1/2"
plate. I'm afraid the C25 will just sit in the corner and never
get used. If that's the case, then I'd rather have a second
bottle of gas to replace an empty. Welcome to

WeldingWeb.com, the ultimate Source for Welding
Information & Knowledge Sharing! Airgas took Tractor
Supply to court for letting customers turn in AG cylinders
and picking up theirs and won. Coca Cola and Pepsi have
threatened many LWS with lawsuits for swapping out their
20# CO2 cylinders and I promise I took a couple in based
off the customer telling me they bought them. We had to
find all the ones we had taken and turn them into Coke. So
it's really a tricky situation. One comparison I was told- You
buy a movie from a local Movie Store with their sticker on it
then go to another one and try to sell it or trade it for one
of theirs with the original comapanies sticker still on it,
referencing neck ring here, they probably will call the cops
on you or tell you to leave. Another one If someone tried to
sell you a welder that had a sticker saying this machine
belongs to XY Construction, neck ring again, and you
bought it anyway then the cops showed up and took it
away because it was stolen and the construction company
could prove via records it was theirs. Would you be mad at
XY or the thief? Page generated in 1,663,274,587.27104
seconds with 10 queries. If this is your first visit, be sure to.
Keep track of the amount of funds available on the
purchase order. When the PO runs out of funds, do not

amend it with a second line to allow for additional
payments. Instead, create a NEW Requisition, following the
same structure outlined above. They may charge you for
that but they still do not like taking the risk. Effective
January 1st, 2022, the Central Storehouse will no longer
refill or service customer-owned gas cylinders. This page
provides instructions on processing gas refills for customerowned cylinders. What I do know is that locally, I can not
buy a cylinder larger than 80cf. The only way I can own a
larger cylinder is through a private party sale such as this.
I've been looking for two years and this is the first local
seller that I've found. Queen cylinder will sell me empty
reconditioned cylinders, but shipping is pricey and I still
need to get them filled. I talked to my preferred welding
supplier this morning and the response that I got was "I'll
have to see them". My guess is that he wants to look at the
neck for a name. I know that for my large Oxy/Ac set, that
the necks were scrutinized and I had to produce a bill of
sale. Then they took my cylinders, hydroed them and
returned the same cylinders back to me. I'd have to look at
those cylinders to see if they say customer owned or not. I
also can't remember if the neck had a
manufacturer/original owner on it. They are a liability

because when they buy tanks they buy them from a
company they can trust. Or at least that's all the
information I could glean out of the PDF. Which I greatly
appreciate having the chance to read. The world today,
"born free hyped to death".. 3418 3419 3420 3421 3422
3423 3424 3425 3426

